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Embark on a financial revolution with Seismic!

Born in 2021 on the dynamic Binance Smart Chain, Seismic is more
than just a cryptocurrency – it's a bridge between the traditional
financial world and the exciting realm of crypto. Join us as we
redefine the future of finance! Did we mention our smart contract is
already deployed on both Ethereum and BNB Blockchains and will
be launching soon!
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SEISMIC TOKEN FEATURES:

Company Overview
Seismic - Uniting Crypto and Traditional Finance

Picture a world where crypto and traditional finance seamlessly coexist. That's the world Seismic

is creating. We stand at the crossroads of innovation, specializing in banking, merchant services,

and transactional tools. Seismic isn't just a company; it's a movement, breaking down barriers to

deliver unparalleled financial products globally.

Backed by Seismic Group: Invest with
confidence! Seismic Token is backed
by Seismic CB Ltd and Seismic Global
(Pty) Ltd, with 20% of the group's
shares reserved just for you. Enjoy a
growth path independent of crypto
market fluctuations.
Unique Utilities: Seismic Token isn't
just about trading. Dive into a world of
possibilities with unique utilities,
including online shopping and Value-
Added Services (VAS) distribution. It's
not just a token; it's an experience.
Revenue Generation: Ever wanted
your investments to work for you?
Every transaction on the Seismic
platform charges a fee, and guess
what? That fee goes right back into
the token, ensuring steady growth
and a continuous revenue stream
designed to make your investment
thrive.

What Sets Seismic Token Apart -

Crypto investors, listen up! Seismic Token
isn't your average digital asset – it's a
powerhouse with exclusive features:



Launch on Multiple Chains
Seismic Token on Ethereum and BNB Chains -

We're not playing favourites – Seismic Token is launching on both Ethereum and BNB

chains simultaneously. Why? Because we believe in inclusivity. Both chains offer the

same mind-blowing functionality, providing you with choices and flexibility. And yes, our

smart contract is already deployed on both!

Future Plans
The Seismic Group and Seismic Token, a continually evolving entity, have ambitious plans

ahead. We're excited to announce the launch of our AfroPay99 & SeismicPay utilities in

Q4 of 2023, followed by the unveiling of our utility NFTs in Q1 of 2024. Brace yourself for

Q1 2024 as we redefine the NFT landscape. Seismic Group is set to introduce

groundbreaking NFTs that transcend mere digital assets—they serve as your gateway to

tangible revenue streams. These NFTs are intricately linked to services such as asset

finance, offering you a direct stake in the success of the underlying operations. It's more

than an investment; it's an expedition into the future.

Continually follow us on Social Media & Telegram to stay updated on the latest

developments.

Official roadmap : https://www.seismiccb.com/token.html#roadmap

Security Assurance
Trust in Every Transaction -

Your security is our top priority. The Seismic team is fully doxxed, and our smart

contracts have undergone rigorous auditing by the esteemed firm, Cyberscope. Not only

that, but KYC conducted by Assure Defi, their process for KYC is far superior to other

firms. We believe in transparency, accountability, and, above all, your peace of mind.

Invest with confidence!

Smart Contract Address : BNB Chain:

0x6602d72a77235bd0666c141989831ad435b1552a

Smart Contract Address : Ethereum:

0x6602d72a77235bd0666c141989831ad435b1552a



The Team
Each member of our team is a seasoned expert in their specific field. We're readily

available to assist and address any inquiries you may have. The verification of our team

has been certified by the reputable KYC assurance agency, Assure Defi.

Assure’s diverse multi-national team supports our wide-ranging business functions

including verification support, data fulfilment, sales and customer service, brand

marketing, compliance, business analytics, legal and law enforcement outreach.

Our team is committed to enabling a future where blockchain technology is used to

change the world for the better and we enjoy being a part of such an innovative company

that is providing a modern approach to security!

Our global team shares deep experience in the blockchain space, a passion for

supporting credible builders and a focus on improving WEB3 security.

We have a mix of both public/doxxed and anonymous individuals. We believe anonymity is

a core tenet of crypto culture and is an individual choice that should be respected. It's

important to note that we require any team member who handles sensitive data to be

fully 3rd party verified with background/criminal history checks.

@nightriderza @seismicyoda@simonslr



Crypto Utilities
SeismicPay-

This platform empowers crypto users to instantly and automatically purchase

international airtime and data from Seismic across more than 140 countries. Users can

access over 14,000 different types of vouchers, ranging from Netflix subscriptions to

PetStore coupons, for online utilization. SeismicPay operates through the Seismic Vault,

where each transaction triggers a 2% buyback on the Seismic CB Token chart.

RoaringLion-

An integrated online store that allows crypto users to buy items online and receive

doorstep deliveries. This store is also supported by the Seismic Vault, where each

transaction triggers a 2% buyback on the Seismic CB Token chart.

https://www.roaringlion.store/

Staking Pools-

The Seismic Token features multiple staking pools. While the regular staking pool rewards

SCB tokens, the ground operations staking pool offers stable coins or ETH as rewards.

These staking pools are backed by the Seismic Group's ground operations.

Crypto Trading Desk-

Set to launch in January 2024, our trading desk will enable the average user in South

Africa to trade various cryptocurrencies, including blue-chip and selected DeFi tokens,

without requiring a centralized exchange (CEX). This addresses the demand in our home

country, where many individuals are unfamiliar with CEX environments, let alone DeFi

ecosystems.

Utility NFTs-

Present exceptional investment opportunities tailored to different risk preferences. Each

NFT is associated with a tangible real-world asset or operation, such as financed assets

or pools for payday cash loans. The returns on these NFTs are directly linked to the

performance of the associated operation and correspond to the risk level inherent in that

specific type of operation. The potential within this realm is virtually limitless.



Ground Operations
Banking-

In the last two years, Seismic Group has strategically evolved into a fintech company,

granting it the capability to establish and manage fully operational bank accounts. We

will soon unveil a showcase video demonstrating this development. The official launch of

our banking services is scheduled to begin in January 2024.

Merchant Services-

Merchant Services: Enabling businesses to accept credit and debit cards, Seismic Group

earns a percentage from each transaction made through card swipes.

Assets Finance-

Seismic Group has actively participated in numerous asset finance and leasing deals. In

these transactions, Seismic procures assets like Point of Sale devices or card processing

terminals on behalf of clients. These assets are retained on Seismic Group's balance

sheet and covered by insurance policies until the contract matures. This strategy

ensures a stable return with minimal risk on the capital investment. Anticipated to

experience substantial expansion over the next 3 to 18 months, this business unit holds

promising growth prospects.

AfroPay99-

AfroPay99 is your passport to a borderless digital world. With AfroPay99, you gain access

to a powerful platform that enables you to effortlessly purchase international Value-

Added Services (VAS), including airtime and data, as well as transport vouchers across

an extensive network spanning 63 countries.

Whether you're a globetrotting traveler or simply looking to stay connected with loved

ones abroad, AfroPay99 offers unmatched convenience and flexibility.

Say goodbye to the hassles of international transactions and embrace a seamless,

secure, and user-friendly solution. Experience the freedom of global connectivity with

AfroPay99, redefining the way you manage your mobile and travel needs.



Conclusion
In conclusion, the symbiotic relationship between Seismic Group and the Seismic Token within an

innovative ecosystem stands as a testament to the genuine intrinsic value and utility of the token.

While meme tokens have captivated significant attention and gained popularity, Seismic Group

adopts a distinctive approach, consistently bolstering its presence in both the traditional FIAT

financial services sector and the ever-evolving crypto platforms. This concerted strategy is

positioned to generate enduring, long-term value for stakeholders.

Among the numerous advantages in the
Seismic CB Token ecosystem lies the
incorporation of staking pools, offering
rewards in both stable coins and the
blockchain native tokens, BNB or Ethereum.
Advanced plans for utility NFTs and the
development of a fully automated online store
are also underway. This online store is tailored
for crypto users to seamlessly spend their
cryptocurrency, with each transaction
generating a positive impact on the value of
the Seismic CB Token.

The Seismic Token stands apart by
transcending the realm of mere speculation
or temporary trends. Its value proposition is
deeply entrenched in the comprehensive
ecosystem cultivated by Seismic Group. This
ecosystem doesn't solely hinge on market
sentiments or fleeting trends; rather, it is
underpinned by tangible and sustainable
foundations rooted in the convergence of
traditional financial systems and the dynamic
crypto landscape.

Through active reinforcement in both
traditional and crypto financial spheres,
Seismic Group ensures the stability and
authenticity of the Seismic Token. The
ongoing progression and incorporation of
Seismic's services within conventional
finance, in tandem with the burgeoning
opportunities within the crypto sphere,
significantly contribute to the token's
enduring value proposition.

This steadfast dedication toward building a

robust foundation for the Seismic Token

underscores the commitment to delivering

substantial and enduring value, aligning with a

vision of sustained growth and relevance in both

traditional and digital financial landscapes. As a

result, the Seismic Token emerges as a reliable

and valuable asset, transcending the transient

fluctuations inherent in the financial market.


